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INTRODUCTION

S uppose you live somewhere in Europe, you are young and

eager to learn, and want to know everything there is to know

about the history of your country. What you would have done

when T was young is simply go to a public library or a specialized

library and you would find shelves full ofhistory books stretching

for several meters. Now of course, you would initially ignore

those dusty shelves and instead use Google or Wikipedia. In any

case, within a few hours you can go back in time for many thou

sands of years and learn everything there is to learn. This plethora

of knowledge about our past is something we take for granted

without any further thoughts. The knowledge has been around

for a long time and we simply can not imagine a life vithout it.

StilI, even now there are countries with no archaeological record.

There are still numerous isolated indigenous populations with a

concept of the past only going back in time for a limited nurnber

of generations. For such countries or such groups, provided they

do want to learn more about their past, there are two options:

either put the spade in the ground and start digging or initiate

a detailed DNA analysis. Here, 1 would first like to discuss the

latter option: how DNA can be used to reconstruct our past.



CONTEMPORARY GENETICS

DNA BASTCS

The human genome can be seen as a ver)’ complex chemical
structure consisting of 3 billion stones (or as we gencticisrs say
base pairs, abbreviated as bp). This structure is not one big unit,
but consists of 23 different smaller Linits which we cail chromo—
somes. In each ccli of our bod)’ we find, tighrly packed inro the
ccli nucleus, two sets of 23 chromosomes, one set from each
biological parent (Figure 1) Among these chromosomes we flnd
22 socalled autosomes numbered 1 to 22. In addition there

Figure 1. A karyogram s/iowing die double set ofchromosomes present
in inost human cel/s. bi the ree1 circie the som!! Ychroinosoine is depicted
Because ofthepresence ofan Xand a Ychromosome, and a total nuinher

of46 c/nvmosoines, this is a norina! kai3’ogmin ofa human male.
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are two sex-chromosomes called X and Y. Females have two

X chromosomes, one of which they pass on to their offspring.

Males have an X and a Y chromosorne, one of which they pass

on to their offspring. 1f during fertilization the embryo receives

an X chromosome from both parents, it will develop into a girl.

1f the embryo receives an X and a Y chromosome it will develop

into a boy. Of course, in the latter case the boy can only receive

its Y-chromosorne from irs biological father.

On average, two human individuals are for 99.95 genetically

identical. This still means that, because we have a genome of

3 billion bp., there are about 1.5 million random differences

(0.05 x 3,000,000,000). These differences are there because,

before each parent can pass on a full set of chromosomes to the

next generation, the genome has to be copied and this copy proc

ess is not without errors. During each copy step mutations — or

sponraneously genetic changes — occur. These mutations happen

with a frequency of 2 x 108. Thus, when a parent transmits a full

copy of one genoine to its child, the copy of the child will differ

in a bout 10 — 20 positions from the parents original.

Another inconvenient aspect of this passing on of genetic

information from one generation to the other is the randorn

exchange of genetic information berween each of the two pairs

of all chromosornes 1-22. This process, called recombination,

randomizes, given a certain amount of time (generations), the

original order of genetic variants. There is, however, a single

exceptiori: the Y chromosome. Because males have a single copy

of the Y chromosorne, its contents can not be recombined, ren

dering the Y chromosome the perfect tool to reconstruct pater

nal pedigrees for many generations (Figure 2). Very ratel)’, also

on the Y chromosornes spontaneous mutations occur between

two generations. Because of these two proscesses combined

(lack of recombination and rare mutations), the Y chromosome

is also the ideal tool to reconstruct human evolution and human

migration back in time.
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1 1
Figure 2. The transmission of a Y chromosome in a deep rooting

pec/igTee. Males are ine/icated Is)’ squares. Fema/es are indicateel by circles.
Tbe t/vee ma/es in the most recent generation inclicated by vertical blue
nrroivs) s/mee t/Je same ancesunlfrther 8 generations in the past (mdi—
cated by the horizontal blue arrow). The Yc/,romosonie oft/mis male was
tmnsmitted along the paternal lineage without any change llozv the
clark blue boxes,). Other ma/es, manying into this pedzee have a
ent Ychromosome indicated by diffrent eo/ore
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Y CHROMOSOME POLYMORPHISM BASICS

1f we would zoom in on a small part of the Y chromosome of a
few unrelated males we would see two types of genetic differ
ences (polymorphisms or variants) among these Y chromosomes
(Figure 3). First, we would see differences at a single position.
These polymorphisms are called single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs). Second, we would see stretches ofsmall repeated sequences
which are called short tandem repeats (STRs). From many studies
we have learned that on the human Y chromosome, SNPs occur

A C CTGCCTGGGYA

C CTGCCTGGGrA

C CTGCCTGGG lA

T CTGCCTGGGl AE

T TGCCTGGGi AC

STR

SNPs

GI lCLA{GTATCATCGGAT A

GI ÏCT GTATCATCGGAT A

GTTCTA A GTATCATCGGAT A

GTYCTA C GTATCATCGGAT A

GTTCTA C GTATCATCGGAT G

Figure 3. A snallfirzgment ofthe Ychromosome offive tlifi’rent ma/es.
Shown are two difi’rent genetic variations. The first, single nucleotide
po/ymoiphisms (SNPs) are genetic variations at a singleposition. Among
thefive ma/es we detect three SNPs, Join lef to riht a C/7j an AIC and
an A/Gpoiimwphism. The second ipe ofgenetic variation is the short
tanden1 repeat (STR) reflecting variation in the number ofshort repeti
tive genome,fragments. Shown he,e is a tetra nucleotide repeat with the
repeat motfCTAG repeated2-4 tines among these ma/es.

C AG CAG C AG CAG

CAG CAG CAG

CLAG CAG

CAG CAG CAG CIAG

CiAG CAG CAG CÏAG
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much less frequent when compared to STRs. On average, the
mutation frequency of SNPs is 2 x 10-8 per generation compared
to 0.2% (2 x iü-) per generation for STRs (Heyer er al., 1997),
a difference of about a factor of 100.000. This makes Y-STRs
ideal to infer population differences in a more hisrorical context
(say the last 2.000 years), whereas SNPs are more suitable ar the

AQ B

4 G-.C b T-*C b

!öjG)

___

Figure 4. Reconstruction of the evolutionay hee connecting four dif
frent human Y chroinosomes characterized by dijrent SNP types.

Assuming a minimum number ofsingle SNJ mutation steps, the hee in
(A.) is the most optimal solution. Howeve;; from this hee it is impossible
to infir which ofthefur distinct Ychivmosome is the oldest or ancesuni
one. Each ofthef.ur variants could be the 7intndingfather’ Only when
we type the same SNPs in a closely re/ated outgmup ofmodern humans
(‘here a Chimpanzee) we can reconstruct the ancestral sequence. In this
cate the tree in (B) indicates that the orange Yhas been observed among
men andape, whereas the other types were only observedamonghumans.
Thus, orange is the most Iikeiy ancestuil typefvm which others human
Ychromosomes arose.
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human evolutionary time scale (the last 200.000 years). However,
ultimately, it is the combined use ofY-SNPs and Y-STRs which is
most powerful (de Knijff 2000).

How can we use these two different Y polymorphisms to recon
struct human migration? This is best explained by starting with
the very slow mutating SNPs (Figure 4). Out of the first ancestral
human Y chromosome, sooner or later a new variant will arise due
to the first spontaneous mutation. Later in time, there will be other
mutations, all of which lead to new unique Y chromosomes. 1f
we sample human Y chromosomes we can identify such sequence
variants and compare them with identical positions of the Chim
panzee Y chromosome. By means of simple logic, and assuming
a minimum number of mutation steps, we can build a tree of
human Y chromosome variants and identify the oldest possible
founding — Y chromosome (Figure 4). In our theoretical example
we postulate that modern humans arose in Eastern Central Africa,
and from there migrated into Western Asia. All males migrat—
ing Out of Africa carried the same Y chromosome (Figure 5, the
orange Y chromosome). While these males migrated out of Africa
they’ accumulated new Y chromosome variants at different stages
of their migration (green, blue, and pink in Figure 5). Assum
ing that there was no back migration, it can be easily seen from
Figure 5A how Y chromosome variation among males sampled
globally could result in region specific variants. However, Figure
5A is seriously misleading because it assumes that the connections
between the dots (populations) reflect the original connections
(i.e. routes of migration). What we actually only know for cer

tam in modern evolutionary genetics is illustrated in Figure 5B: a
number of populations with different Y chromosomes. Based on

this information we would like to be able to reconstruct the most

likely migration routes connecting the populations we sampled.
Thus, how can we reconstruct the routes indicated in Figure 5A
From information as in 5B. In order to do so with some accuracy
we need to know (i) the evolutionary tree connecting the
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Figure 5. (4,) Theoretical model of the spread of modern hunrnns out

ofAfrica reconstructed by means of Y chromosome variation. All males
leavmg Aflica had the same Y chromosome (indicated in orange,). At
three n2oments in time (see the numbered armws,) a new Ychromosome,
indicated with d&rent colors arose dve to spontaneous mutations. These
new Y chiemosoines are only observed at tocations where itfirst occurred
and where humans migmted to, not where they camejlvm. Once we have
reconstructed the isee of Y variants (Fiure 4,), our model makes peijî’ct
sense. (B,) The biproblenz is that in real lift’ we onl’y have a map ofglobaliy
dispersed Yvariants. Only when we can date each ofthe three new variants
accumtely we can start wtth the reconstruction of the mlration routes.
In addition, the more dense our modern sampling is, the better we can also
indicate the region oforigin ofeach new Ychroinosome variant.
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Y chromosome variants, (ii) an estimate of the age of each new

Y chromosome variant, and (iii) the place of occurrence of each

new Y chromosome variant. 1f these conditions are met, a recon

struction of the human migration processes back in time soieiy

on the basis of present day male sampling is relatively eas The

most reliable approach involves the combined use of Y-SNPs

and Y-STRs (de Knijif, 2000). On the basis of Y-STR variation

it is possible to infer the age of Y-SNPs (Figure 6). Ideally, all

Figure 6 (A) In orde, to date the ages ofeach new Y SNP variant we

cao make clever use YSTR variation. By means ofdeep ,votingpediire

studies and the analyses offather-son pairi afairy accum.te YSTR inuta

tion rate of0.2% could be obtained This means that a single STR locus

will spontaneously increase in length or decrease in length once cve))) 500

generations. Norinally these rnutations involve a single repeat step. From

this it easilyfoiows that t/we were able tofoiow the gvwth ofYSTR

variation we would be able to detect a process as shown here. Out ofa

single Ychvmosome with three STR loci ofio repeats long, diie to spon

taneous mutations new Y chromosomes emelge, all with a slzhtly diffr—

ent )‘STR composition (in this example each of the STR lcoi mutated

oncefivm to to Ii repeat). Given time, slowly a more complex YLSTR

network grows, containing Ychromosomes connected to each other with

single STR repeat steps. Obviousy assmning a certam average YSTR

mutation rate we cao estimate the number ofgenerations it takes to accu

mulate a certain )‘STR variation Out ofa single Ychromosome.

10-11-10

11-10-10 10-10-11
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Figure 6 (B,) In real 5fl’, ofcourse, a Y chromosome can accurnulate
both SAP l’aïiatzon and STR variation. Here we see this happening.

iheflashes indicate a new SIVP due to a spontaneous inutation. This
new SVP marks t/je begin ning ofthe growtiJ ofa new YSTR network
con necting Y chromosornes whzch all share the same S1VP backgroand
Y%t/jjn each of these subgroups we con use the YLSTR variation to
estimate the age of the marking SNJ? What is also illustrated heie is
the notion that the younger the age ofa SNJ? the sinipler the Y-STR
network is. It is important to stress he,e that this rather simple approach
only works in t/Je absence ofsubstantiai imi?li’ration and only 1fl t/Je

original population where t/Je SivT arose. Dating an Asian peciflc
SNP based on ryping C’hinese cooks in restaurants in Hol/and will
not woik because these cooks will certainly not represent t/Je original
population oforigin.
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population studies should make use of the same set of Y-STRs
and Y-SNPs. For this, there is also a commonly used nomencia
ture: different Y-chromosomes defined only by Y-SNP differences
are called haplogroups, different Y chromosomes defined only
by Y-STR differences are called haplotypes, and the combined
use of Y-SNPs and Y-STRs allow the identification of Y-lineages
(de Knijff, 2000).

Y CHROMOSOME POLYMORPHISMS IN REAL LIFE

As always, the best proof for a pudding is eating it, or, in our case, are
there indeed sufficient Y-SNPs and Y-STRs available for our research
purposes? To be short, yes. Because ofa lot ofeffort by a small group of
Y chrornosome enthusiasts (Hammer et al., 1997; Jobling and Tyler
Srnith, 2000; de Knijifet al., 1997; Roewer et al., 1996; Underhili et
al., 2000), we do have at least 300 YSNPs and 100 Y-STRs available.
On the basis ofY-SNPs a very robust human Y chromosome tree was
reconstructed (Figure 7), with 18 major branches (Figure 7A) and
58 subgroups (Figure 7B). Since 2000, man1’ detailed Y-SNP stud
ies using the sarne Y haplogroup nomenclature (YCC, 2002) have
been published. In addition, we have also screened a lot of globally
dispersed males for Y-SNPs. All this information was collated into a
Y-SNP database containing data from —900 poptilations and close
to 50.000 males (Figure 8). Here 1 discuss the first results based on
information from —43.000 males.
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Figure 7. (A) Simplfcd YSNP tree in which the u6 distiuct Yhap
/og;vupsjlvm thefirst complete Y-SNJ tree (Llnderhill et al., 2000) are
condensed into the i8 m/or Y t7aplogronps. The Y-haplogvup names
A-R are according to t/je YCC consenstis nomenclature (YCC’, 2002,).

(B) These iS major hap logivups can beflirther divitled into 8 corn mon
subgroups. Here the diameter of eaciz co/ored circle corresponds to a
sornetvhat infiated re/ative frequency Imsed on YSNP in,fbrrnation
from —43.000 globally dispersed ma/es (our ozvii database,). Small circles
represent relativefrequencies ofo.i% or /css. The /rnge circles all have
a relativefrequency ofi% or more (t/zus observed in a minimum of
430 )nales,). Note that the colors in 7B correspond with those in 7A.

B
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Figure 8. Distribution ofthe —900 populations inc/ua’ed in the FLDO

YSNP database. Only indzenouspopu/ations are inclua’ed in this data-
base. For example, infrrmationfimn Euivpeans or Africans in the USA
is not ineluded YSNP inrmation from a total of —43.000 ma/es is

inciuded 1fl 011) Y-SNP database. Each dot )epresents a singlepop ulatzon

sample. It is obvious that infrrmationfrom /tngeparts ofthe world is stil1

missing. This inchides, rather suiprising, also France, one ofthe largest

European countries with virtual/y no documented YLSNP infrrmation.

-
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THE Y-SNP (Y-HAPL0GR0up) TREE

Ifwe further simplify the YSNP tree (Figure 9) and plot all regions
where the Y haplogroups A — F are currently present in frequencies
of 10% or more, it immediatelv dear that the first two major
Y-haplogrotips A and B onlv occur among Africans, predomi—
nantly south of the Sahara. Two other haplogroups, C and D
only occur outside Africa, and both have a scattered distribution.
Haplogroup E occurs in rather high frequencies (up to 50 %) i-i

all African populations, bui also in all countries bordering the
Mediterranean Sea. Finall) haplogroup F, combining all other
Y haplogroups, predominantly occurs outside Africa, hut does
also occur arnong northern African populations, most likelv due
to relatively recent migration into Africa. Assuming a Y—SNP
muration rate of 1.2*1 -9, and a Human—Chimpanzee divergence

of 5 million years ago, 1 estirnate
the times back to the most recent
common human male ancestor of
84.000 ± 27.500 years. This puts
the age of the M 168 inutation
at 55.000 ± 17.800 vears, and

Ç
of the M89 mutation of 46.000
± 16.200 ‘ears. From this, and
the specific glohal distribution
of these six basic Y haplogroups
we can conclude a few things.
First, modern hurnans indeed
started to expand in Africa about
84.000 years ago. Second, The
M 168 Inutatiori arose within
Africa around 55.000 vears ago,
shortlv hefore the out-of-Africa
expansion. Third, the haplo—
groups A and B are the oldest

Figure 9. Y-haplogroups and males carry—

M89
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Figure 9. A simplified YSNP tree (see also Figure 7) of the six
major Y haplogrotips and maps showing their global distribution.
From this condensed tree and the corresponding maps, a complex
picture, illustrating to the out-of -Africa expansion of modern
humans, emelges. Although there are a number ofdifferentpossible
scenario, the most parsimonious (simple) model is the one where
Mi68 — the YLSNP marking all Y-chromosomes outside Africa
— occurred in Africa shortly before humans migrated into Asia. The
mzrating males carried two dzrent Y-chromosomes: (‘i,) those with
the with Mi68, but still not developed into C’, D+ E, and T and

(ii,) those with the immediate ancestral type of D and T, but stil1
not developed into either D or T. What remained in Africa where
those with haplogroup A, haplogroup B, and also part ofthose with
the immediate ancestral type of D and T, biit still not developed
into either D or T. Once outside Africa, the Mr68 chromoso mes
soon accumulated new mutations leading to the haplogroups C and
T Also, from the DE ancestral type haplogroup D arose. Within
Africa, haplogroups A and Bjiirther diversified andfrom the DE
ancestor the vety successfiil African haplogroup E arose. The pres
ence ofhaplogro up Fin Northern Africa with lowfrequencies is best
explained by a relatively recent back-migration.
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ing these nvo haplogroups never left Africa. Fourth, haplogroups
C, D, and F, arose outside Africa, not long after the out-of-Afiica
migration. Fifth, The complete lack of haplogroup C and D
rying males in Africa, indicates that around the time of the out—of
Africa migration, no or vers’ littie — back migration occurred.

How exactlv these first humans migrated Out of Africa is stijl
very much open for debate, although slowly, a dear picture
starts to emerge from the accumulating data. Based on detailed
Y chromosome studies, mtDNA sttidies, and archaeological data
(Mellars P 2006a, 2006b; Richards et al., 2006; Sengupta et al.,
2006; Underhill et al., 2001, 2003) it becomes more and more
dear that early modern humans could have followed a coastal
route along the southern fringes of the Arabian peninsula and
the Asian continent. They soon arrived in the Indian sLibcon
tincnt where the)’ successfully settled. From this homeland
the)’ migrated into the Asian subcontinent in different direc
tions at different timescales. Although it is difficult to see in
ligure 9, two ancient non-Aftican haplogroups C and D do
occur in India, although very local and in ver)’ low frequencies.
Also, haplogroup F and sorne of its sublineages are common
throughout India. This strongly suggests that indeed, already
50.000 cats ago, modern humans were present in India. Exactly
how the haplogroups C, D, and F spread over Asia and beyond
is still unclear because of lack of data from vast and important
regions (Tibet, Mongolia, Siberia, and Central Asia) and insuf
ficient detailed genetic information from man) of the alteady
sampled populanons. 7e do know, however, that within Asia,
the Himalayan mountain range must have heen a formidablc
geographical barrier. Our own research (unpublished. bnr see
belosv) categorically rules out any substantial ancient migration
from south to north through this region. Accordingly, Cari)’
modern humans must have migrated from India into the rest
of Asia around the Himalayas, either though South-East Asia,
through Central Asia, or both.

20



A GENETIC GIFT FROM THE PAST

As stated before, contemporary DNA research, as oLitlined above,
sometimes be an ideal method to reveal something from your

unknown ancestors. We can illustrate this with an example from
the Himalayan region which we have analysed in detail.

Although there are some claims for archaeological artefacts dating
back to 2000 BC, and some historians have theorised that a state
of such kind might have existed between 500 BC and 600 AD,
the first transcribed evidence for Bhutan as an entity comes from
around 800 AD, mainly from early Buddhists transcripts stating
Tibetan origins. Before this date, almost nothing reliably is known.
We were able to study the genetics of modern Bhutanese, as part of
a big European Science Foundation project “Languages and genes
from the greater Himalayan region”. One of the goals of this project
was providing more clatification into the early human settlement
of modern humans in Bhutan. Crucial in this respect is the under
standing that all of Bhutan lies immediately South of the highest
peaks of the Himalayas. Prom North to South, there is an altitude
gradient from —7500 to — 300 meters above sea level over a distance
of just under 200 kilometres (Figure 10). In the North, crossing
into Tibetan/Chinese territory is extremely difficult since there
ver)’ few passes, and none of them are easy-going. In the South, the
extensive sub-tropical Bhutanese forests are abruptly replaced by
the almost completely cultivated Indian Duars.

On the basis of a detailed Y-SNP surve we discovered that among
the Bhutanese (and most of the Nepalese) populations, haplogroup
03e was by far the most frequent one, with frequencies exceeding
50%. Just across the border, in India, 03e is exclusively found among
a limited number of isolated aboriginal populations. 03e is com
pletely absent among the vast majority of Hindu and Muslim mdi
ans. In contrast, in India haplogroup H is one of the most important
ones. In Nepal, H is only seen in among relatively recent Hindu and
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Geography
4000

4..
India Bhutan

Figure 10. The geography ofBhutan a;icl neiçhboringcouiit-ies. Also
shown is the dismbution of two Yhaplogroups 03e and f1 which

show a rensarkable disco ntinnous distribution. In the vast territwy of

0;e, the regio n north ofthe Indian/Bhutanese border and stretching
over almost all of Tibet and china, there is only one small isolated
pop ulation (in the centre ofBhutan) zou!, the predoniinant/y Int/jan—
subcontinentspecic haplogivup Has the mostfquent Y-haplogroup.

In present day India, there are a number of isolated and aboriinal
populations with alinost e.vclusuvely Izapiogroup 03e, ;eflecting a
ancien t close genetic relationshu wit!, their 7Ybetan ancestors.

Muslim immigrants in the south. In Bhutan, haplogroup H is com
pletely absent, apart from one small isolated population in the centre.
When mapped together (Figure 11), these two haplogroups nearly

perfectly fit together without any substantial overlap, thus demarcat
ing the perfect geneuc border. What is puzzling is the position of this

300

South

1 7000+

LL.___ _____

4000

North

TibetlChina

Genetic boundary
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border, 200 kin. South of the most obvious geographical border in

this region, the highest Himalayan peaks. \X’That we are relatively S ure

of is the origins of nearly all Nepalese and Bhutanese populations.

They have a close genetic connection with populations from Tibet

and further east in Asia, and not, as could be expected on the basis

of geography and the antiquity of modern humans in this region,

from the Indian subcontinent. Why we see this, and when and how

humans migrated into Bhutan and Nepal is still open for discussion,

and awaits further clarificarion. For this we need substaritial more

genetic information from this entite region. At least, our preliminary

results already provide a good indication for the people of Bhutan

and Nepal with respect to their remote ancestors.

Figure 11. Maps ofSom!? Asia and East Asia showing the distribu

tion oftwo Yhaplogroups 03e and H. In the ght panel the approxi

mate position ofthe hzhestpeaks in the Himal.ayas (‘indicated with a

da,!? blue line,) and ofNepal and Bhutan (yellow ellises) are show,,.

Although not co;npleteiy exact, the position of the border separating

both Y-haplogroups runs roughlyparallel with the Indian/Nepalese and

Indian/Bhutanese borders. The exception isforrned by afrw east India,i

aboriinalpopulations which are also much closer related to Bhutanese

populations on the basis oflanguage and culture. Such a shap genetic

border is veiy unique. In thisfigure, each small dark square is a single

population from which Yhapiogroup data could be collected.
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DIRTY HANDS AND CLEAN PROFILES

When compared with contemporary DNA research, ancient DNA
research is very complex and often Ver)’ unreliable. Man)’ experts
will agree with me that DNA research on ancient skeletal remains is
as difficult and challenging as it can get in human genetics (Gilbert
et al., 2005). This is primarily caused by a number of factors:

1. DNA in ancient skeletal remains is heavily degraded
and often bound to skeletal matrix.

2. Ancient skeletal remains are heavily contarninated with
non-human DNA (e.g. from plants and, bacteria).

3. Most of the ancient skeletal remains in collections are
heavily contaminared w’ith conternporary DNA.

The first two factors cao be easlly recognised once you start with
ancient DNA research. However, the third factor is sometimes
impossible to idenrify for the simple reason thar those who han—
dlcd the bones have DNA profiles which cao be nearly identical
to the profile of the bone itself. In this respecr a Neanderthal
hone would be easier to analyse because it has a recognisable
differenr DNA profile. Despite these difficulries, DNA research
on ancient remains of modern huinans is becoming more and
more popular. 1f performed under stringent condirions, it is pos—
sihle to obtain reliable DNA profiles, and from these we cao learn
a lot. Hete, 1 will not explain in detail how ancient DNA should
he done. For that there are numerous sources. 1 will, however,
highlight a number ofexciting possible applications. Belov.’, 1 will
draw’ a seerningly unrealistic optirnistic picture of the future of the
field of archaeogenetics. For the uninitiated 1 will shortly try to
explain why 1 arn so ovcrtly optimistic.

Until recentl) ancient DNA research involved a lot of manual
handling steps aiid complex molecular biological techniques inciud
ing cloning and sequencing many individual clones. In shott, it
was extremely hard vork resulting in very litrie seqience infor
mation. Another lirnitation was the lach of sensirivit Essentiall)
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only mtDNA sequence information could be extracted from ancient

bones with some reliability. Without doubt, the first ever published

mtDNA Neanderthal sequence information (Krings et al., 1997)

marked the beginning of a new phase in ancient DNA research.

Although these resuits were obtained the old fashioned way for the

first time routine ancient DNA analyses seemed possible. A second

major breakthrough was the release of a completely new DNA

sequence technology. In 2005, the USA-based company 454 pub

lished a revolutionary new approach (Margulies et al., 2005). Soon,

it became obvious that this technique would revolutionise ancient

DNA research. Less than a year later this prophecy became truth by

means of the first two studies revealing genuine ancient autosomal

DNA sequence information from Mammoth (Poinar er al., 2006)

and Neanderthal (Green et al., 2006). These studies will without

doubt pave the way to man)’ ancient DNA studies reporting not only

mtDNA data, but also autosomal DNA from unexpected sources.

Why is this new technique 50 soon so influential? To cut everything

short, with this method it is possible to generate reliable sequences

from any biological source, without suffering from the fact that

most of the ancient DNA is severely degraded into fragmenrs of

20-150 bp. More specificall1 this technique can only be used for

such extremely short fragrnents, and with this, seemed like spe

cially designed for ancient DNA studies (which was not the case).

Another major benefit is the fact that up to 250.000 individual

short sequence reads cao be obtained in a single experiment which

can be completed in only a few days. In the good old days of don

ing this would simply not be possible in terrns of years!

CONTRASTS OVER TIME

Once we have sufflcient DNA resuits from ancient modern humans

at our disposal, we can learn a few important things. First of all, it will

be possibiliry to identify spatiotemporal changes in the genetic struc
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tule of a regional population. Contemporary population genetics.
as described in the first part of this document largely assumes that
human populations with their present day distribution reliably teflect
their original historical/ ancient disnibution. This is of course a
rather naïve assumpnon which will be violated at many places. For
this, there is some archaeological evidence from centra! Asia, present
day China, AFica, bot also from Europe. Even in recent times, say

the past 2000 years, we know that large scale population migration
events (either forced or voluntary), have more or less destroyed the
otiginal population structure in eastern Asia. It will be fascinating to
be able to reconstruct the original human founders in situ. Although
it will stil! take some time, eventnally this information will lead to a
better understanding of human migration.

Second, results from ancient DNA studies, given the ideal study
design, will also provide a better understanding of the flexibility
of clie human genome to accurnulate new genetic variants. These
could be either beneficial or detrirnental for human health. This
approach eau be illustrated by means of the recent!)’ started
collaborative project between the department of archaeology of the
city of Eindhoven and mv laboratory. For this project, well over
400 primary skcletons svcre excavated in fout of the Catharinakerk
in the centre of Eindhoven. During exeavation, multiple dental
clcments vere removed from each skeleton, under ver>’ stringent
1) NA contarnination prevention measures. The skeletons at this
site cover a timeframe from ca. 1250 to 1850 AD and will serve
a genetic reference collection, together with samples from present
da)’ eitizens of Eindhoven. In theort’, the scientific approach is
rather simple (Figure 12), although to my knowledge ir has never
been tested at the seale w’e are now working on. It is stijl too early
to present hard evidence, but from a small pilot project performed
in collaboration with Prof. Joachim Burger from Mainz, and the
company 454, we already know that we eau obtain sufficient DNA
from skeletons covering the entire time scale of the Catharinakerk
proj eet.
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Frequency

Figure 12. An explanation of the basic princileJr the identifica

tion ofevolutiona?y selection pressures. Over a longperiod oftime we

have measured the allelefrequencies ofa single gen etic variant in the

human genome. For this, we could in theoiy make use of the DNA

isolatedfrom all the skeletons sampledfor the Oatharinakerk project.

This would cover a period of nearly 8oo years or 32 human genera

tions (assuming ii generation time of25 years,.. In our carliest sarflples

there is a certain balance between thefrequencies ofthe two al/des of

ei singlepolymmphisin. At a certain moment in time (indicated bj’ the

ist red arrow, a yet unknown factor results in an sudden increase of

thefrequency ofallele A, at the expense ofthefrequency ofa/lele B. At

a later moment in time, this process was reversed leading in the most

recent samples to a allelefrequency distribution roughly similar to the

startingpoint. Without DNA samples collected over a long time, we

can not observe such processes. What the factor at time i was could

perhaps be deducedfroni detailed research on the skeletons. Sofm; this

approach is purel)/ theoretical, bzit the catharinakerk project is veiy

like/3’ to change this compietely as it is thefirst project ofsuch kind.
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CONCLUSIONS

Although only time will rel!, 1 have no doubt that DNA research
will revolutionise archaeology in many respects. First, and foremost,
from now on, any self-respecting archaeologists should take stringent
precautions while excavaring ancient human remains. This involves
more than simply wearing surgical gloves. For this, the Catharinakerk
project is the golden standard. Human skeletal samples excavated
othersvise will be contaminated. This is a given fact. As stich, these
samples should be given a low priority for DNA research. Careful
thought should be given to these issues prior to any excavarion where
human remains are to be expected. This should also inciude pre
serving a DNA sarnple of everyone participaring in the excavation.
Ifdiscovered accidentaily, the complete excavation should be sropped,
at least with respect to isolating the skeleton. Fmally, sufficient and
appropriate storage capacity should be created, in order to proper!)’
retain samples for future DNA analyses.
l’hc new DNA sequencing techniques are ruthlesslv sensitive. This
has the major advanrage that any sufriciently intact DNA molecule
will be retrieved and can be converted inro a DNA sequence. Of
course, the major disadvantage will be the detection of even mintite

(think of single cells!) amounts of conremporary DNA cofitami
nation. For this, briefly touching or keeping the skull in front of you
is sufflcient. 1f levels of contaminarion are high in comparison to the
levels of authentic DNA, ir will stili be nearly impossible to decipher
which is what. As such, these new DNA techniques definitively mark
the end of the good old day’s vith a nice sktill in your dirty hands!
The exciting possibilities to use ancient DNA to Team more about

our generic past will for sure pave the way for archaeoepidemiology
For me personally, in this respect the Catharinakerk project is like a
dream come true. ‘X1hat ve will learn bom this in terms of relevance
for medical genetlcs it is no longer limired by the rechniques and the
samples. It is a simply a matter of sufficient funds and time.

Peter de Knijif
Leiden University Medica! Ceiiter
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